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Fighting climate change and building a sustainable tomorrow means shifting
to renewable energy – and you can be part of the revolution
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storage systems, work for
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and
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ildings, launch a startup,
advise
government on policy or
become a researcher an
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Check out CareerswithSTEM
.com for mo
inspiration and advice about re insights, information,
STEM careers!
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Renewable energy engineers are the STEM experts designing,
building and maintaining the technology and systems that
will power us into a more sustainable future
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What will you do?
Here are some of the roles
and tasks with which a
renewable energy engineer
might fill their average
workday.
tasks
•D
 esign, install and operate renewable
energy systems
•D
 esign and construct energy efficient
buildings
• C onsult on energy efficiency and
sustainability
• Research new energy technologies

Roles
• Project manager
• Renewable energy engineer
• Protection engineer
• Energy consultant
• Sustainability consultant
• Sustainability analyst
• Solar and battery design engineer

From NASA to Tesla, meet 5 real renewable energy engineers
with diverse (and awesome) careers: bit.ly/renewable-jobs

CAREERSwithSTEM.com
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Looking for even m
ore reasons to stud
y
renewable energy en
gineering?
Here are 6 more! bi
t.ly/SPREE-reason
s

Study paths
There’s no one-size-fits-all approach
to becoming a renewable energy
engineer – here are just some of the
options at UNSW Sydney for getting
qualified and job-ready.

Undergraduate degrees

Power up your career as a renewable
energy engineer with one of these fouryear undergrad degrees.
•B
 achelor of Engineering (Honours)
(Photovoltaics and Solar Energy)
With this degree, you’ll immerse yourself
in photovoltaics (PV, a.k.a. solar cells) –
which convert the sunlight directly into
electricity, and is the fastest-growing
form of renewable energy!
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•B
 achelor of Engineering (Honours)
(Renewable Energy)
Whilst there’s plenty of overlap between
this and UNSW’s photovoltaics degree,
the Renewable Energy (RE) course
explores renewable energy technologies
more broadly – such as wind, biomass,
hydropower and solar thermal.
Both degrees also explore related topics
such as sustainable architecture and
building efficiency.

Double up

Sunny stats
Electricity generated from the Sun,
called solar photovoltaics, is one of
the most promising and competitive
renewable energy sources available
– just check out the numbers!

• More than 30% of Austr
alian homes have
rooftop solar panels insta
lled
• That’s 2.7 million roofto
p solar panel
installations (as of Decemb
er 2020)
• 1 0% of Australia’s electric
generated by the sun in 20ity was
and it’s the fastest growing20-21 –
energy
source in Australia
• 5 0% of all full-time jobs
sector (in 2018-19) wereininthe renewable
solar
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Combine your Bachelor of Engineering
majoring in RE or PV undergrad with
any of the below and supercharge
your employability!
• Bachelor of Commerce
• Bachelor of Science
• Bachelor of Arts
• Bachelor of Computer Science

Postgraduate degrees

Take your engineering career to the next
level with a postgraduate qualification.
•M
 aster of Engineering
(Renewable Energy)
•M
 aster of Engineering Science
(Photovoltaics and Solar Energy)
•M
 aster of Engineering Science
(Renewable Energy)
• PhD in Photovoltaic Engineering
• Master of Philosophy in Engineering

UNSW RENEWABLE ENERGY ENGINEER
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combines his passion
Dr Ivan Perez-Wurfl aching to make a
for research and te e world
difference in th

Postdoctoral fellow, Lecturer
EE
and Senior Lecturer, UNSW SPR

Lighting the way

– solar energy. There was no better place in the world than
UNSW to do this!”

Teaching and research goes hand-in-hand for Ivan. Along with
teaching courses such as High Efficiency Silicon Solar Cells
and Engineering Design, he also provides guidance to the
university’s Sunswift Racing Team, a student-led solar electric
vehicle project.
“Working with students on projects like Sunswift has
been the best opportunity, we work together from ideas
to implementation. My role is mostly as an adviser, but I also
love to help in the workshop.”
Ivan says he’s seen lots of positive change in his field.
“When I started, solar panels were still too expensive to be
competitive. Now they’re not, so it really has become a key
element to combat climate change.”
Ivan’s advice to future students is to get involved in
something you feel passionate about. He is a shining example
of his own advice! – Danielle Lucas

Being able to invent
as part of my job an
d come
up with new ways of th
about renewable ener inking
my students is so rewgy with
arding”
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PhD (Electrical Engineering),
University of Colorado Boulder

Founder,
PowerSicle

dr ivan perez-wurfl
electrical engineer
+ senior lecturer
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for the community”jobs
11am

ure
tos of buildings or infrastruct
Walk around town, take pho
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ene
ble
ewa
ren
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ning
that could be important for plan
installation.

12pm

rmation about the renewable
Go on local radio to share info
the community. Community
energy projects happening in
ir questions and ideas.
members can call in with the

1pm

the HTA for a meeting.
Grab lunch, then head over to
ut renewable energy,
Some of the big questions abo
re to put the required
especially wind energy, is whe
e sure both solar and wind
infrastructure. We want to mak
,
al use of the land for hunting
projects won’t impact tradition
or skidoo routes.
berry picking, cabin access,

4pm

ion of solar somewhere
Hold a community demonstrat
g by, like the supermarket
goin
be
where lots of people will
or council office.

7am
Get up early and get down to the Iqaluit Airport. Nunavut
has no roads connecting communities, so any time you need
to do a community visit, you need to fly there.

5pm

Dinner!
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Arrive in the community! Check into the hotel, then go find
the senior administrative officer and make sure the logistics
are all in place for our community meeting that night.

10am
Head over to the Hunters and Trappers Association (HTA)
and check in with the manager. Make sure all the logistics
are in place for meeting with the HTA there as well.

PhD, Photovoltaic
Engineering, UNSW Sydney

Bachelor of Applied Science (Mechanical Engineering),
University of Waterloo, Canada
Mission Commander,
Hawaii Space Exploration
Simulation, NASA

Renewable Energy
Arctic specialist,
WWF-Canada

Lead Solar Consultant,
Mars Green Consulting
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Lecturer, Photovoltaic
Engineering, UNSW Sydney
Technical Manager,
High Latitude Energy
Consulting
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Get the job!
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Electives
checklist

Choose these subjects
in
11 and 12 to power up years
renewable energ y stu your
dy path:
✔ Mathematics ✔ Ph
ysics
✔ Computer studies
✔ En gineerin g

Keen to kickstart your own study and career
path as a renewable energy engineer?
Start with these simple steps…

Renewables
refresh
Give your social feeds
a refresh with all
things renewable
energy by following
these accounts
Climate Council
Follow this non-profit climate change
communications organisation
advocating for a low-carbon future.
@climatecouncil
@theclimatecouncil

Renew Economy
Get your clean energy and climate
change news from this dedicated
independent organisation.
@reneweconomy

Clean Energy Council
This industry association is made up of
more than 1000 member companies in
the clean energy sector.
@cleannrgcouncil
@clean.energy.council

SHUTTERSTOCK

UNSW Engineering
@unswengineering
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